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Abstract—In many applications, volumetric data sets are examined by displaying isosurfaces, surfaces where the data, or some
function of the data, takes on a given value. Interactive applications typically use local lighting models to render such surfaces. This
work introduces a method to precompute or lazily compute global illumination to improve interactive isosurface renderings. The
precomputed illumination resides in a separate volume and includes direct light, shadows, and interreflections. Using this volume,
interactive globally illuminated renderings of isosurfaces become feasible while still allowing dynamic manipulation of lighting,
viewpoint and isovalue.
Index Terms—Path tracing, isosurface, visualization, rendering, global illumination, precomputed radiance transfer.
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I

INTRODUCTION

are widely used in computer graphics and
scientific visualization, whether to help model complex
objects [1] or to reveal structure of scalar-valued functions
and medical imaging data [2]. Because both computational
and acquired data sets tend to be large, only recently has
interactive display and manipulation of isosurfaces become
feasible for full-resolution data sets [3]. As in most
interactive visualization systems, the rendering of isosurfaces is based on only local illumination models, such as
Phong shading, perhaps coupled with simple shadows. For
partially lit concave regions, these simple shading models
fail to capture the subtle effects of interreflecting light.
These regions are typically dominated by a local ambient
term which provides no cues to environmental visibility or
reflections from nearby surfaces. Fig. 1 shows the details
brought out by our approach, both in shadowed regions
and those with high interreflections.
While we usually think of “direct lighting” as coming
from a small light source, it can also come from extended
light sources. In the extreme case, the entire sphere of
directions is a light source and “shadowing” occurs when
not all of the background is visible at a point. This results in
darkening for concavities, exploited as accessibility shading
[4], obscurance shading [5], and ambient occlusion [6]. More
recently, direct lighting from a uniform area source has
been applied to illuminating isosurfaces extracted from
volumes to good effect [7].
In this paper, we extend the class of lighting effects for
isosurfaces to include full global illumination from arbitrary
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light sources. Previous approaches are special cases of our
technique. Our method requires an expensive preprocess, but
does not greatly affect interactive performance, and can even
speed it up since shadows can be computed as part of the
preprocess. Our method uses a conventional 3D texture to
encode volume illumination data. For static illumination and
a static volume, a scalar texture encoding irradiance (similar
to Greger et al. [8]) stores the necessary global illumination for
all isosurfaces. For dynamic lights and complex materials,
each texel stores an approximation of the precomputed
radiance, as per Sloan et al. [9]. In either case, rendering
interpolates between neighboring texels to approximate the
global illumination on the correct isosurface.

2

BACKGROUND

Rendering images of isosurfaces can be accomplished by
first extracting some surface representation from the
underlying data followed by some method of shading the
isosurface. Alternatively, visualizing isosurfaces with direct
volume rendering requires an appropriate transfer function
and a shading model.
In practice, many volume data sets are rectilinearly
sampled on a 3D lattice, and can be represented as a
function  defined at lattice points ~
xi . Some interpolation
method defines ð~
xÞ for other points ~
x not on the lattice.
Other data sets are sampled on a tetrahedral lattice with an
associated interpolation function. Analytical definitions are
possible for ð~
xÞ, often arising out of mathematical
applications. Such analytical representations can easily be
sampled on rectilinear or tetrahedral lattices.
Given a sampled data set ð~
xi Þ, the marching cubes
algorithm [10] extracts explicit polygons approximating an
xj
isosurface Iðiso Þ with isovalue iso , where Iðiso Þ ¼ f~
ð~
xÞ ¼ iso g. Various improvements make this technique
faster and more robust, but these improvements still generate
explicit polygonal representations of the surface. Ray tracing
and volume rendering provide an alternate method of
displaying isosurfaces, which need not construct and store
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Fig. 1. The left image in each pair shows our approach, the right shows Phong with shadows. Note the improvement in regions dominated by indirect
lighting, particularly in (a) the eye sockets and (b) the concavities in the simulation data.

a polygonal representation [3], [11]. Once an isosurface has
been identified, standard illumination models can be applied
to visualize the data.
Commonly, extracted isosurfaces are shaded using the
Phong model [12] and variations using similar ambient,
diffuse, and specular components. Such techniques give
poor depth and proximity cues, as they rely on purely local
information. Illumination techniques for direct volume
rendering, such as those surveyed in Max [13], allow
translucency and scattering along the viewing ray and
shadow rays, but they fail to allow area lights and are not
interactive. Sobierajski and Kaufman [14] apply global
illumination to volume data sets, but they shade at runtime,
so few effects can be incorporated while maintaining
interactivity. Behrens and Ratering [15] use a slice composting technique to interactively add shadows to volume
renderings.
Several techniques have been proposed to interactively
shade volumes with global lighting. The Irradiance Volume
[8] samples the irradiance contribution from a scene,
allowing objects moving around the scene to be shaded
by static environment illumination. However, objects
placed in the Irradiance Volume cannot interact with
themselves, which is important for correct global illumination of isosurfaces. Precomputed radiance transfer techniques [9], [16], [17] can be used to shadow or cast caustics on
nearby objects by sampling transfer functions in a volume
around the occluder. Unfortunately, these techniques do
not allow dynamic changes to object geometry, which is
important when exploring the isosurfaces of volume data
sets. Kniss et al. [18] describe an interactive volume
illumination model that captures shadowing and forward
scattering through translucent materials. However, this
method does not allow for arbitrary interreflections and,
thus, does not greatly improve isosurface visualization. The
vicinity shading technique of Stewart [7] encodes direct
illumination from a large uniform light in a 3D texture and
allows its addition to standard local shading models while
interactively changing the displayed surface. However, this
method only provides an approach for direct illumination
and does not incorporate indirect illumination.
Numerous approaches [19], [20], [21], [22] interactively
apply global illumination in polygonal scenes. Generally,
these approaches either perform lookups into illumination
samples on two-dimensional surfaces or maintain interactivity by limiting the number and cost of paths traced each

frame. Our technique takes a sampling approach with
volumetric objects.
Concurrent, independent work by Beason [23] also
examines precomputing illumination for isosurfaces of
volumetric data. While Beason’s work focuses on static
illumination of isosurfaces, it examines a number of issues
we do not, such as translucency, caustics, and other
sampling strategies.

3

OVERVIEW

A brute-force approach to globally illuminating an isosurface would compute illumination at every point visible
from the eye. Fig. 2 shows how a Monte Carlo path tracing
technique would perform this computation. Obviously,
performing such computations on a per-pixel basis quickly
becomes cost prohibitive, so caching techniques [24] are
usually preferable. Many existing techniques cache radiance
[25], irradiance [8], or more complex radiance transfer
functions [9], [16], [26] to speed illumination computations.
In volume visualization, users commonly change the
displayed isovalue, thereby changing the isosurface, to view
different structures in the volume. Most illumination caching
techniques are object specific, so as the surface changes new
illumination samples must be computed. We propose a
technique which stores either irradiance or more complex
transfer functions in a 3D texture coupled with the volume.
Each texel t corresponds to some point ~
xt in the volume. Our

Fig. 2. Computing the irradiance at point ~
p involves sending a shadow
ray and multiple reflection rays. Reflection rays either hit the background
or another part of the isosurface, in which case rays are recursively
generated.
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Fig. 4. The Visible Female’s skull globally illuminated using our
technique. The right images show how the cord’s shadow fades out
with increasing isovalues.
Fig. 3. Global illumination at each texel t is computed using standard
techniques based on the isosurface Iðð~
xt ÞÞ through the sample.

process is broken into two steps. During the computation
step, illumination values can be computed using any
standard global illumination technique. For each texel t, we
extract the isosurface Iðð~
xt ÞÞ running through ~
xt . Using this
isosurface, the global illumination is computed at point ~
xt via
standard approaches and stored in texel t. Fig. 3 shows how
this works for four adjacent samples using a Monte Carlo
sampling scheme. During the rendering step, we interpolate
between cached texels to the correct isosurface, allowing the
interactive display of arbitrary isosurfaces.
As with most illumination caching techniques, the
rationale is that global illumination generally changes
slowly for varying spatial location. In our method this
assumption applies in two ways: Illumination should
change gradually over a surface and illumination should
change gradually with changing isosurfaces.
One situation exists where this approximation obviously
breaks down—hard shadows. Hard shadows involve a very
visible discontinuity in the direct illumination. As shown in
Fig. 3, each sample in our illumination lattice is potentially
computed on a separate isosurface. In regions where a
shadow discontinuity exists, some samples will be in
shadow and others will be illuminated. Using an interpolation scheme to compute the illumination results in a
partially shadowed point between samples. Thus, for a
static isosurface, results near shadow edges will be blurred,
similar to the effect achieved with percentage closer
filtering [27].
Since we desire to dynamically change the rendered
isosurface, we must also examine the effect of such changes
on shadow boundaries. As the displayed isosurface
changes, the interpolated illumination value on the surface
changes linearly with distance from illumination samples,
just as the illumination varies over a single isosurface. Thus,
faint shadows may exist when there is no apparent occluder
or small occluders may cast no shadow. The effect is that
shadows will “fade” in and out as occluders appear and
disappear. Examples of these effects can be seen in Fig. 4.
The scene is illuminated by a blue and brown environment

with a yellow point light source. The shadows are blurred
slightly, and as the isosurface changes the cord fades out
before its shadow.
Note that because sharp discontinuities in direct illumination are most visible, hard shadows are a worst-case
scenario. For soft shadows or indirect illumination, the
perceived effects are less pronounced, so our approximation of a smoothly changing illumination function becomes
more accurate. While artifacts similar to those in Fig. 4 may
still occur, they will be less noticeable.
The artifacts that occur with changing isovalues arise
from our approximation of the nonlinear global illumination function using simple trilinear interpolation. This
approximation is what causes the “fading” of shadows
and the faint banding seen in our images.
While this assumption occasionally causes problems, our
technique provides significantly more locality information
than local models, especially in concavities and dark
shadows where ambient terms either provide little or
conflicting information. Additionally, since shadows are
included in our representation, they require no additional
per-frame computation. In fact, our approach renders faster
than simple Phong and Lambertian models when including
hard shadows.

4

ALGORITHM

Our technique has two stages: illumination computation
and interactive rendering. A simplistic approach would
perform all the illumination computations as a preprocess
before rendering. As this can require significant time and
not all illumination data may be required, it is also possible
to lazily perform computations as needed, assuming the
display of some uncomputed illumination is acceptable
until computations are complete.

4.1 Illumination Computation
Each sample in our illumination lattice stores some
representation of the global illumination at that point. This
illumination is described by the rendering equation [28]:
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Z
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xt ; !
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!0  ~
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where ~
xt is the location of the illumination texel t with
~ is the exitant direction, !
~ 0 is the incident
normal ~
nt , !
direction varying over the hemisphere , fr is the BRDF,
~ 0.
and L is the radiance incident at ~
xt from !

4.1.1 Computing Irradiance
Depending on an application’s required materials and
illumination, this equation and the representation stored
in the illumination texture can be varied to reduce
computation time and storage space. For a simple diffuse
surface with fixed lighting, a single irradiance value is
sufficient at each lattice point. In this case, the rendering
equation can be rewritten as:
Z
Rð~
xt ÞEð~
xt Þ
~ 0 Þð~
: ð2Þ
xt Þ Lð~
xt ; !
!0~
nt Þd~
!0¼
Lð~
xt Þ ¼ fr ð~


~ 0 . It can be
Here, the diffuse BRDF has no dependency on !
removed from the integral and is then equivalent to the
surface albedo Rð~
xt Þ divided by . The remainder of the
xt Þ. Storing Eð~
xt Þ in
integral is the irradiance at point ~
xt , Eð~
our texture allows for easy illumination during rendering,
as per (2).
To compute the irradiance at each sample point ~
xt , we
use Monte Carlo pathtracing. Using N random vectors, ~
vj ,
sampled over the hemisphere , the irradiance is
approximated:
Eð~
xt Þ ¼

N
1X
Lð~
xt ; ~
vj Þ:
N j¼1

ð3Þ

Using this equation, we compute the irradiance at every
point as follows:
for all ~
xt in illumination lattice do
compute isovalue ð~
xt Þ
compute isosurface normal ~
nt
sample hemisphere  defined by ~
nt
for all samples ~
vi 2  do
vi using
compute illumination at ~
xt in direction ~
isosurface with isovalue ð~
xt Þ
end for
compute irradiance at ~
xt using (3).
end for
Explicitly extracting different isosurfaces for each sample
is quite costly. To avoid this cost, we analytically intersect the
trilinear surface using a raytracer [29]. Unfortunately, trilinear techniques generate noisy surfaces and normals, which
can significantly impact the quality of the computed global
illumination (see Fig. 5). Rather than directly computing
normals from the analytical trilinear surface or using a simple
finite difference gradient, we use a normal defined by the
gradient smoothed over a 4  4  4 voxel region with a
tricubic B-spline kernel. By smoothing normals and slightly
offsetting ~
xt in the normal direction during illumination
computations, we reduce this microscopic self-shadowing
noise. Note the global illumination artifacts seen in Fig. 5
using gradient normals occur on both microscopic and
macroscopic scales. Noise occurs on the microscopic scale

Fig. 5. An isosurface from the Visible Female’s head extracted using
analytical intersection of the trilinear surface. Top: Direct illumination
from a point light using (left) gradient normals, (center) tricubic B-spline
smoothed normals, and (right) offset surface with smoothed normals.
Bottom: Four bounce global illumination using (left) gradient normals
and (right) offset surface with smoothed normals.

due to aliasing on the trilinear surface. Artifacts occur on the
macroscopic scale when the volumetric data set and the
illumination volume have different resolutions. Visible bands
occur where voxels from the two volumes align, as can be seen
in the bottom left image in Fig. 5.
For more complex effects such as dynamic illumination
or nondiffuse material BRDFs, a simple irradiance value
will not suffice, and a more complex representation of the
illumination must be computed. We chose to use spherical
harmonic (SH) basis functions to represent more complex
illumination, since spherical harmonics efficiently represent
low frequency lighting. But, the real advantages of using a
SH basis are that integration of two functions simplifies to a
dot product of their projected SH coefficients and projected
functions can easily be rotated in the SH basis. This allows
interactive rendering in scenes with dynamic illumination.
Mathematical details of these properties are discussed
further in the Appendix.

4.1.2 Computing Spherical Harmonic Coefficients
Assuming a diffuse material, incident illumination from a
distant environment L1 ð~
! 0 Þ invariant over ~
x, and a
0
~ Þ, we can rewrite the rendering
visibility function V ð~
xt ; !
equation as:
Z

~ 0 Þð~
Lð~
xt Þ ¼ fr ð~
L1 ð~
xt Þ
! 0 ÞV ð~
xt ; !
!0~
nt Þþ
ð4Þ

 0
0
~ 0 ÞÞ d~
xt ; !
! :
Lð~
x!t~ Þð1  V ð~
0

~ 0 . As the
Note ~
x!t~ is the point occluding ~
xt in direction !
incident illumination is assumed constant over the volume,
it can be factored out of the recursive integrals when using
~ 0 Þ, we call the
the SH basis, leaving a geometry term T ð~
xt ; !
radiance transfer function:
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Intuitively, the radiance transfer function T describes how
light incident on the volume from direction !
~ 0 affects the
illumination at point ~
xt . In our SH representation, we store
the precomputed SH coefficients i ð~
xt Þ of T at each texel in
our illumination texture and rotate the SH coefficients ‘i for
L1 dynamically each frame. These coefficients are computed by projecting via:
Z
~ 0 ÞYi ð~
i ð~
xt Þ ¼
T ð~
xt ; !
! 0 Þd~
!0
ð6Þ

Z
! 0 ÞYi ð~
! 0 Þd~
! 0:
ð7Þ
L1 ð~
‘i ¼
sphere S
S
Using Monte Carlo integration to approximate these
integrals can easily be performed with a pathtracer:
Z

T ð~
xt ; !
~ 0 ÞYi ð~
! 0 Þd~
!0

N
~ 0 ÞYi ð~
1X
T ð~
xt ; !
! 0Þ
;
N i¼1
pð~
! 0Þ

ð8Þ

where the functions T and Yi are sampled N times, and pð~
! 0Þ
~ 0 . To compute
is probability of randomly selecting direction !
this radiance transfer function, we sample over the hemisphere  of visible directions at ~
xt , so a uniform sampling
1
gives pð~
! 0 Þ ¼ 2
. When sampling the incident illumination
L1 , the entire sphere is sampled, so for uniform sampling
1
pð~
! 0 Þ ¼ 4
. Green [30] exhaustively explains this process of
sampling T and L1 , including pseudocode.
For nondiffuse materials the BRDF changes with viewpoint, adding an additional degree of freedom to the
equation. Spherical harmonic transfer matrices can represent such material properties, as described in Sloan et al. [9],
[17]. We do not present results for such materials, as more
coefficients are necessary to capture the additional dimensionality introduced by viewpoint-dependent specular
effects.
Alternate bases, such as wavelets, could similarly be
used to represent the global illumination in our volume,
especially if higher-frequency effects are desired. However,
light reflected from diffuse materials consists of mainly low
frequency information, so spherical harmonics efficiently
represent the data.

4.2 Interactive Rendering
Once we have our illumination samples computed, rendering is straightforward. At every visible point on the
displayed isosurface, we index into the illumination texture
to find the eight nearest neighbors. We interpolate the
coefficients stored in the texture, and use the interpolated
coefficients for rendering.
When using an irradiance texture, we simply use (2) to
compute the illumination based on the stored irradiance and
the albedo. With the spherical harmonic representation, we
interpolate the stored spherical harmonic coefficients i and
then perform a vector dot product with the environmental
lighting SH coefficients ‘i . So, for nth-order coefficients:
Lð~
xt Þ ¼ fr ð~
xt Þ

n2
X
i¼0

i ‘i :

ð9Þ

Fig. 6. Engine block illuminated using (a) the illumination sample with
closest isovalue, (b) the nearest illumination sample, (c) a trilinearly
interpolated value, or (d) a value computed with a tricubic B-Spline
kernel.

We expected a higher order interpolation [31] scheme
over nearby neighbors would be required to generate
smooth illumination over complex isosurfaces. Interestingly, we found simple trilinear interpolation of stored
coefficients sufficient. More complex interpolation schemes
gave equivalent or even worse results, as shown in Fig. 6.
Methods with larger kernels gave worse results due to the
increased banding from interpolation of samples on widely
different isosurfaces.

5

RESULTS

We implemented our technique using several different
approaches. We used two different rendering engines, an
interactive raytracer running on parallel SGI machines and
an interactive OpenGL visualization program running on a
single PC.
To compute the values stored in the illumination texture,
we used a parallelized Monte Carlo pathtracer based on the
interactive raytracer. This prototype implementation uses
unoptimized naive pathtracing. Combining this with our
interactive raytracer allows lazy computation of the
illumination texture. We did not implement lazy computation using our OpenGL application, though recent work
[32] shows a similar approach may be feasible.
Our parallel implementation runs on an SGI Origin 3800
with 64 600 MHz R14000 processors. This is a shared
memory machine with 32 GB of memory, allowing for easy
access to large volume data sets and illumination textures.
While large SGIs are uncommon, users generating and
interactively displaying large volume data sets typically
have access to similarly powerful machines (or clusters [33])
that could apply our technique. Our OpenGL implementation runs on a Dell Precision 450 with 1 GB memory and an
Intel Xeon at 2.66 GHz. The graphics card is a GeForce FX
5900 with 256 MB memory. Because we use simple
fragment shaders in our implementation, older cards will
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TABLE 1
Illumination Computation Timings for Fig. 7

Timings performed on 30 400 MHz R12000 CPUs.

work, but the increased graphics card memory facilitates
visualizing bigger volumes.
Computing global illumination values for every texel in a
volume can be quite expensive, whether computing simple
irradiances or sets of spherical harmonic coefficients. Table 1
shows illumination computation timings for the 110 
208  149 engine block volume shown in Fig. 7. Times are
shown for computing the entire texture as well as for the
single views, computed at 900  900, shown in Fig. 7. In the
case of the lazy computation, the timings represent the total
time to compute illumination for a single image while
running in interactive mode (i.e., the user could still interact
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with the object at around 2 frames per second). Our
prototype uses naive, unoptimized Monte Carlo pathtracing
for precomputation. More intelligent algorithms would
significantly reduce the computation times in Table 1. Also
note that 10,000 samples per texel are often unnecessary,
even in complex environments. For the skull shown in Fig. 4,
around 100 samples per texel suffices.
For volumes with few interesting surfaces such as the
engine block, computing illumination on the fly may be
preferential to a long precomputation, as global illumination
samples reside near displayed isosurfaces. Samples elsewhere can remain uncomputed. At a 512  512 resolution,
lazily computing a single irradiance for each visible sample
takes a few seconds per viewpoint using 60 CPUs. Densely
sampled illumination textures and complex environmental
lighting require longer computations, as shown in Table 1. In
either case, lazy computation maintains interactivity, so
viewpoint and isovalue can be changed during computation.
While precomputation is slow, it need only be done once.
Using the resulting illumination is simple and quicker than
most lighting models used for visualization. Table 2
compares framerates from the scene in Fig. 7 using our
raytraced-based renderer. The raytraced framerates are
computed using 30 or 60 600 MHz R14000 CPUs on 512 
512 images. Using either spherical harmonic coefficients or
a single irradiance sample is faster than simple shading
with hard shadows. Yet, both these techniques include
shadows along with other global illumination effects. Using

Fig. 7. The engine block illuminated by the Grace Cathedral lightprobe. Spherical harmonic samples (a) converge faster than Monte Carlo irradiance
samples (b) or Monte Carlo pathtracing (c) due to the filtered low frequency environment. From left to right: 100, 625, 2,500, and 10,000 samples.
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TABLE 2
Comparison of Timings on 512  512 Images and Memory
Consumption Shows Times from the Raytracer on 30 and
60 CPUs and the OpenGL Implementation

Isosurface quality determines hardware rendering speed.

the OpenGL implementation, isosurface rendering is the
bottleneck, as the global illumination is a simple texture
lookup. Framerates range from 10 to 50 frames per second,
depending on the quality of the isosurface rendered.
Table 2 also shows the memory overhead for our
technique. The irradiance sample requires one RGB triplet
per texel, which we store in three bytes. Using the same
resolution as the volume data set requires as much as three
times more memory. Our spherical harmonic representation
uses no compression, so a fifth order representation uses
25 floating-point coefficients per channel, or two orders of
magnitude more memory. Using compression techniques
from Sloan et al. [17] would help reduce memory usage.
Simulation data, like the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability
data set shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, also benefits from global
illumination. Often such data is confusing, so shadows and
diffuse interreflections can give a sense of scale and depth
lacking in Phong and Lambertian renderings. Fig. 8 and
Fig. 9 compare our technique to vicinity shading, Phong,
and Lambertian with and without shadows. Our Phong and
Lambertian images use a varying ambient component based
on the surface normal. We also compare to a local approach
which adds distance information using OpenGL-style fog.
While vicinity shading provides better results than
Phong or Lambertian models, incident illumination must
be constant over the environment, such as on a cloudy day.
Vicinity shading turns out to be a special case of our full
global illumination solution. By ignoring diffuse bounces
and insisting on constant illumination, we get identical
results (as seen in Fig. 10). While vicinity shading shades
concavities darker than unoccluded regions, recent studies
show humans use more than a “darker-means-deeper”
perceptual metric to determine shape [34]. By allowing
interreflections between surfaces and more complex illumination, our approach adds additional lighting effects which
may help users perceive shape. However, if shadows or
other illumination effects inhibit perception for a particular
data set, they can be removed from our illumination
computations.
We get comparable results to Monte Carlo pathtracing,
particularly for our irradiance texture. As we compute each
irradiance texel using pathtracing, the differences seen in
Fig. 11 result from the issues discussed in Sections 3 and 4.

Fig. 8. An enlarged portion of the Richtmyer-Meshkov data set shown in
Fig. 9. These images enlarge a crevice in the upper right corner of
images from the right column using (a) our approach, (b) vicinity
shading, and (c) Phong with varying ambient component.

For the spherical harmonic representation, our illumination
is smoother and a bit darker due to the loss of detail from
small, bright light sources. The illumination intensity varies
slightly depending on the sampling of both the environment and material radiance transfer functions. Fig. 7
compares the convergence of illumination using a fifth
order SH basis, single irradiance values, and per-pixel
pathtracing. As expected, the SH representation converges
significantly faster than pathtracing, and the irradiance
texture converges at roughly the same rate, though the
noise is blurred by the trilinear interpolation.
One last consideration when using our technique is what
resolution illumination texture gives the best results. Fig. 12
compares the Visible Female head with three different
resolutions. We found that using roughly the same
resolution for the illumination and the data gave reasonable
results for all our examples. In regions where isosurfaces
vary significantly, sampling more finely may be desirable.
For instance, illumination texels near the bone isosurface
from Fig. 12 fall on relatively distant isosurfaces giving rise
to more banding artifacts. Surfaces like the skin change
slowly with changing isovalue, so a less dense illumination
texture suffices.

6

CONCLUSION

AND

FUTURE WORK

This paper introduces a method for precomputing and
interactively rendering global illumination for surfaces from
volume data sets. By storing illumination data in a 3D texture
like the underlying volumetric data, interpolation between
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Fig. 10. Our technique (a) and vicinity shading (b) with 625 samples per
voxel.

high quality global illumination on dynamically changeable
surfaces extracted from a volume, running on either GPUbased visualization tools or interactive raytracers. Combining
the technique with a spherical harmonic representation
allows dynamic environmental lighting.
A number of issues warrant future examination. For
instance, more complex material types can be represented
using spherical harmonics at the cost of additional storage
requirements. Due to the large number of samples required
for an entire volume, this may not be feasible without more
aggressive compression than that covered in Sloan et al.
[17]. In some parts of a volume, the isosurfaces change
slowly and smoothly requiring less dense samples. Yet,
other regions demand extra samples to avoid artifacts. This
suggests a hierarchical approach could prove helpful to
reduce memory consumption. Future investigations could
focus on when such hierarchies are useful and what
representations allow quick access for rendering using
GPU based renderers. Our illumination samples are
currently computed either in advance or lazily using an
interactive raytracer. Recent work [32] has discussed
raytracing on graphics hardware. Such techniques may
extend to allow computation of illumination samples on
GPUs so expensive hardware is not required for interactive
lazy computation. Finally, a user study investigating when
data sets benefit from more complex illumination should
prove interesting.

APPENDIX
SPHERICAL HARMONICS
Spherical harmonics provide an orthogonal basis for
functions defined on a unit sphere. As global illumination
deals with incident and exitant energies over spheres and
hemispheres, spherical harmonics are a natural basis for
representing these functions. Any function fð; Þ over the
unit sphere can be represented in terms of the complex
spherical harmonic basis Y
Ym
l ð; Þ:
Fig. 9. Views from a Richtmyer-Meshkov instability simulation: (top to
bottom) our technique, vicinity shading, Lambertian with fog, Phong with
varying ambient, Lambertian with varying ambient, and Lambertian
without shadows.

texels provides plausible global illumination at speeds faster
than illumination models commonly used for visualization
today. We have demonstrated that our approach generates

fð; Þ 

1 X
l
X

Am
Ym
l Y
l ð; Þ;

ð10Þ

l¼0 m¼l

where Am
l are the spherical harmonic coefficients. Often, it
is convenient to use the real-valued spherical harmonic
c
s
basis functions Y
Ym
and Y
Ym
l
l , in which case fð; Þ can be
written as a generalized Fourier series:
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Fig. 11. Our technique (left half of each image) versus Monte Carlo
pathtracing with 10,000 samples per pixel (right half of images).
(a) Compares our irradiance texture to pathtracing and (b) compares a
fifth order spherical harmonic representation to pathtracing.

fð; Þ 

1 X
l 
X

c
m ms
Clm Y
Ym
Yl ð; Þ :
l ð; Þ þ Sl Y

ð11Þ

l¼0 m¼0

Often a single symbol Ylm ð; Þ is used to represent the
real spherical harmonic functions, instead of the pair of
c
s
symbols Y
Ym
and Y
Ym
. In P
this case, functions f are
l
l P
l
m m
represented as fð; Þ ¼ 1
l¼0
m¼l Cl Yl ð; Þ, where:
8 pﬃﬃﬃ m m
< 2Nl Pl ðcos Þ cosðmÞ if m > 0
m
m 0
ð12Þ
Yl ð; Þ ¼ N
P ðcos Þ
if m ¼ 0
: plﬃﬃﬃ lm m
2Nl Pl ðcos Þ sinðjmjÞ if m < 0:
Legendre functions and Nlm
Here, Plm ðxÞ are the associated
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðlmÞ!
is a normalization factor 2lþ1
4 ðlþmÞ! chosen so that:
Z 2 Z 
1
2
Ylm
ð; ÞYlm
ð; Þ sin dd ¼ m1 ;m2 l1 ;l2 :
ð13Þ
1
2
0

0

Generally, a function is represented by a finite, nth-order
approximation of the form:
fð; Þ 

n1 X
l
X

Clm Ylm ð; Þ;

ð14Þ

l¼0 m¼l

which allows representation of low frequency functions
with a few Clm coefficients instead of a more complex form,
like an environment map. However, this approximation
leads to ringing and sharp discontinuities, especially for
low order SH representations.
The property of SH representations that proves most
useful for global illumination applications is the fact that
integration of two functions fð; Þ and gð; Þ simplifies to
a dot product of their spherical harmonic coefficients. In
other words, if f has SH coefficients am
and g has
l
coefficients bm
then:
l
Z

fð; Þgð; Þdd ¼

;

1 X
l
X

m
am
l bl

l¼0 m¼l



n1 X
l
X
l¼0 m¼l

m
am
l bl

¼

n2
X
i¼0

ð15Þ
ai bi ;

Fig. 12. Illumination texture of (left to right) 1/8, 1, and 8 times the
resolution of the head data set. Due to the high variation in isovalues
near the bone isosurface, a denser illumination sampling is needed to
avoid banding artifacts.

where, for ease of use, coefficients are indexed with a single
dimensional array ai instead of the two-dimensional array
am
l . In this case, i ¼ lðl þ 1Þ þ m and the sum in (15) simplifies
to a summation over i. Similarly, Yi is used for Ylm .
Another useful property of spherical harmonics is that
coefficients can be rotated via matrix transformations either
before or after projection. Since projection of an environment
map can be expensive, this property allows dynamic rotation
of the illumination without reprojecting every frame.
Furthermore, coefficients in different spherical harmonic
bands (different l values) do not interact during rotation, so a
spherical harmonic rotation matrix R has the form:
2

1
60
6
60
6
60
6
60
R¼6
60
6
60
6
60
6
40
..
.

0 0 0
R1
0
0
0
0
0
..
.

0
0
0
0
0
..
.

0
0
0
0
0
..
.

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

..
.

..
.

R2
..
.

..
.

..
.

3

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
   7;
7
7
7
7
7
5
..
.

where Ri are ð2i þ 1Þ  ð2i þ 1Þ matrices which rotate the
coefficients of the ith band. Given a rotation RSS on the
sphere, the matrix elements of R are:
Z
Rs;t ¼
Ys ðRSS ð~
! 0 ÞÞYt ð~
! 0 Þd~
! 0:
ð16Þ
While these matrices are complicated, they can be
computed quickly in a couple of ways. One common way of
representing rotations is a ZYZ Euler decomposition. Rotations of SH coefficients around the z-axis prove simple, so
often the rotation around the y-axis is further decomposed
into a rotation of 2 about the x-axis, a rotation about the z-axis,
and a rotation of  2 about the x-axis. Green [30] gives the
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TABLE 3
Definitions of Coefficients u, v, and w and the Functions U, V , W , and P

i
i
i
i
(a) Definitions of numerical coefficients uis;t , vis;t , and wis;t . (b) Definitions of the functions Us;t
, Vs;t
, and Ws;t
. (c) Definitions of the function a Ps;t
.

matrices for rotation around the z-axis and the  2 rotations
about the x-axis.
Recently, Ivanic and Ruedenberg [35], [36] introduced a
recursive technique to generate an arbitrary rotation matrix,
which allows rotation using a single matrix instead of a
composition of five separate matrices. Given an ordinary
3  3 rotation matrix RSS defined as:
2
3 2
3
rxx rxy rxz
r1;1
r1;1
r1;0
RSS ¼ 4 ryx ryy ryz 5 ¼ 4 r1;1 r1;1 r1;0 5;
rzx rzy rzz
r0;1
r0;1
r0;0
then for an nth order spherical harmonic (i.e., 0  i < n and
i  s; t  i):
i
i
i
Ris;t ¼ uis;t Us;t
þ vis;t Vs;t
þ wis;t Ws;t
:

during a 1999 visit to Utah. Also deserving of thanks are
numerous anonymous reviewers who shared valuable
insights and suggestions for improving their work. This
material is based on work supported by the US National
Science Foundation under Grants: 9977218 and 9978099.
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